WOMAN MEETS ADVENTURE IN MOTOR TOUR OF THE WORLD

Mrs. Harriet Clark Fisher of Trenton, Iron Manufacturer and Social Leader, Has Many Adventures in Her Auto Among Strange Peoples.

WASHINGTON, D.C., Aug. 21 -- Mrs. Harriet Clark Fisher, wife of an iron manufacturer of Trenton, N.J., who was in Washington yesterday, met an extraordinary crowd in the Motor Tour of the World, the biggest to reach this country and the largest gathering of women ever assembled in an auto exhibition in this country.

She was met by Mayor Brown at the christening of the Liberty at the White House, and was entertained at a dinner in her honor at the White House.

The tour is a project of Mrs. Fisher, who is the owner of the Liberty car, and who has made many other contributions to the cause of women's suffrage.

Mrs. Fisher has been a leader in the women's suffrage movement for many years, and has made many contributions to the cause.
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